
StockBowl 7evens 
StockBowl 7evens is a way to play Blood Bowl Sevens within the framework of a series. 

Outside of those modifications specifically described below, games will be played using the most 

current StockBowl ruleset. 

Team Creation 
 Teams may be purchased using 600,000 GC. 

 Teams may be selected from any of the rosters approved for StockBowl’s regular seasons. 

 At creation, and after a redraft, a team may not have fewer than 7 or more than 11 players 

on the roster. A team will only field 7 players at a time. 

 Only 4 “specialist” players (meaning any player whose availability is less than 0-12) may be 

selected. 

 7evens teams are not very well-trained or reliable. Team re-rolls cost double their listed cost. 

For example, a re-roll for a Human team would cost 100,000 GC. 

 The Leader skill is banned. 

Inducements 
Star Players, (In)famous Coaching Staff and Extra Training are removed from the inducements list. 

Journeymen, Wandering Apothecaries, Babes, Igor, Bribes, Mercenaries, Chefs and Special Play Cards 

and other inducements are all allowed as normal. 

7evens Rules 
THE PITCH: A special BB7s pitch is used. The pitch is divided into three six-square zones plus two one-

square endzones lengthwise, for a total pitch size of 20 squares long by 11 squares wide. 

 



GAME LENGTH: BB 7evens matches are made up of two 6-turn halves, rather than the normal 8-turn 

halves used in Blood Bowl. 

THE SET-UP: Seven players are set up per team, all behind their own Line of Scrimmage (LoS). One 

player is allowed in each wide zone per team, while a minimum of three players on each team must 

set up on their team’s LoS. 

KICK-OFF: In 7evens, when the ball is kicked off 2D6 are rolled to determine scatter and the lower 

result is used. Kicks may be aimed at the area between the two LoS, however, for the purposes of 

resolving the kick-off event (including skills e.g. Kick-Off Return), the area between the two LoS is 

considered the opponent's half. This table is used: 

 

Team Development 
All winnings are halved, fractions rounded up to the next even 10kgp. 

The MVPs are determined by randomly selecting one player that was eligible to play during this 

match, even if they are dead now. 

When resolving downtime, you get 600kgp as the basic sum to redraft instead of the usual 1000kgp. 


